A facile quantification of hyaluronic acid and its crosslinking using gas-phase electrophoresis.
We report a facile, high-resolution approach to quantitatively characterize hyaluronic acid (HA) and study its crosslinking reaction using electrospray-differential mobility analysis (ES-DMA). Mobility size distributions, number concentrations, molecular mass distributions, and polydispersity index of HAs were obtained successfully via a rapid analysis by ES-DMA (< 30 min). The limit of detection, the limit of quantification, and the precision of the mobility size measurement achieve 2.5 nm, 4.0 nm, and 0.3 nm, respectively. Size exclusion chromatography (SEC) was employed as an orthogonal approach, showing that the averaged molecular mass and polydispersity index of HA measured by ES-DMA were close to the results of SEC on a semi-quantitative basis. The 1,4-butanediol diglycidyl ether (BDDE)-induced crosslinking of HA was also able to be successfully characterized through a time-dependent study using ES-DMA, which has shown the promise of direct analysis of solution-based reactions. Both the extent and the rate of HA crosslinking (induced by BDDE) were proportional to reaction temperature and concentration ratio of HA to BDDE. The activation energy of the reaction-limited BDDE-induced crosslinking of HA was found to be ≈ 21 kJ/mol. The prototype study demonstrates ES-DMA as a new method for a rapid quantitative characterization of HA and its derivative product and providing a capability of real-time monitoring of the HA crosslinking during formulation process. Graphical abstract.